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SpeedForSale.com’s Installation Guide Series:
SpeedForSale’s Turbo Timer Device for the R35 GT-R and Push Button Start
vehicles (PATENT PENDING)

THIS R35 GT-R TURBO TIMER CAN BE PURCHASED HERE:
http://www.speedforsale.com/nissangtrparts/speed-for-sale-speedforsales-turbo-timer-for-r35-gtr-p2548.html?cPath=26
YOU CAN ALSO VIEW OUR ‘R35 GT-R STAGED POWER UPGRADES’ HERE:
https://www.speedforsale.com/nissangtrparts/speed-sale-speedforsale-staged-power-upgrades-p1030.html
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DEVICE IS FOR RACING USE ONLY! INSTALL IT AT YOUR OWN RISK.
Time to install: ~2 hours
Difficulty: Easy to Moderate
Tools Needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10MM socket and ratchet
#2 Phillips screw driver
Interior plastic wedge
Soldering tools or wire crimping tools
precision screw driver
OPTIONAL: Unibit
OPTIONAL: hot glue gun or double sided tape

List of Parts Included:

SpeedForSale Turbo Timer Device

20’ of 1/4” Split Wire Loom

20’ roll of 3M Scotch Super 33+ Vinyl Electrical Tape

Timer Extension Wiring Harness

15 pieces of 142mm zip ties

6 pieces of 3M Scotchlok Wire Taps

2 pieces of Molex Perma-Seal (solder filled) Butt Connectors

Installation steps to install the Turbo Timer Device on an R35 GT-R
(please contact us for installation instructions for other vehicles):
***PLEASE NOTE THAT STEP 6 ONLY APPLIES IF YOU ARE MOUNTING THE TIMER’S HEAD UNIT IN
YOUR ARM REST CONSOLE! IF YOU CHOOSE TO MOUNT IT ELSEWHERE, THEN PLEASE DISREGARD
STEP 6 AND MOUNT IT WHEREVER YOU CHOOSE, SUCH AS THE DASH, GLOVE BOX, CD PLAYER AREA,
OR ELSEWHERE***
Step 1: Remove trim surrounding center console.
Tools: Hands/Interior wedge
Begin by removing the center console’s side surrounds, pulling reward and slightly up. With both sides
removed, remove the lower console panel. Start at the rear near armrest, lifting gently upwards.

Step 2: Remove center console
Tools: #2 Phillips screwdriver and 10mm socket/ratchet
First, remove the forward console finish panel. Pull outward at the front under the dash. If you feel
behind the trim you will find the plastic retaining clip, and you can push against the rear of this to ease
removal.

Once the front has been freed, where the panel meets the center console, pull outward at the bottom
to free the retaining clip, taking care not to break the small hook at the top. With the bottom freed,
remove the panel.

With panels removed, remove two #2 Phillips screws from each side.

Next, remove the rear cup holder by pulling up at rear. Once free remove connector

Then, disconnect harness locating tabs from console metal bracket.

Remove the 2x 10mm nuts holding the rear of the console down.

Lift and unplug the axillary power connector.

Step 3: Drivers door switch
Tools: #2 Phillips screwdriver
First, remove switch by removing #2 Phillips screw

Next, remove the door sill guard by lifting upwards in the rear.

Then, gently pull outward and pop loose the rear B pillar trim for additional clearance.

Finally, unplug the door switch and pull the wire inside.

Step 4: Start/Stop button access
Tools: Precision flat blade screw driver
Start by unplugging the connector by using screw driver to carefully depress the retaining clip and pull
the connector free.

Step 5: Access to the ECU
Tools: Hands, Precision screw driver
First, remove the ECU guard by pulling downward at the front near the glove box panel.

Next, remove the wiring harness connector going to the ECU by depressing hammer lock with a
precision screw driver and sliding the hammer free.

Step 6: Mounting location
First, choose your mounting location. We are using center console armrest for this installation. Once
the location is decided, run wires out from the turbo timer extension harness to each splice location and
cut to length. Once each run is determined, use provided split loom harness to protect wires and wrap
with provided tape.

Step 7: Wiring
Tools: Wire crimping tools OR Solder Iron and silver solder and 3M electrical tape.
We HIGHLY recommend soldering in the connections for reliability. However, if you are unable to solder
and must use wire crimps, then please DO SO AT YOUR OWN RISK and be SURE that they have good
connections! Wire taps are known for coming loose over time and having intermittent connections, so
please be aware of this. So, before installing the 3M Scotchlok taps, please pre-strip the wiring a bit to
pull back the wire insulation and expose the bare wire. This helps ensure that the connection is solid
since the wiring gauge is small. While many people just crimp the Scotchloks down onto the wire
without pre-stripping the insulation, this can lead to loose and intermittent connections.
Also, when crimping the Molex Perma-Seal (solder filled) Butt Connectors, be SURE to use an insulated
crimping tool to prevent damage to the casing of the connector. Once you crimp the Butt Connectors,
use a lighter or mini solder torch to apply heat to them, thus releasing the solder inside and creating a
solid and moisture resistance connection.
Here are the timer wire colors and the locations to which to run them:
Timer GRAY wire splices with the single door switch wire as shown below. There is only ONE wire
running to the door switch, so it is fool proof.

Timer BLUE wire splices with the Parking Brake switch wire. There is only ONE wire going to the parking
brake, so it is fool proof.
(NOTE: If you have a racing vehicle which does not have a parking brake or you otherwise do not want to
require pulling the parking brake for the timer to operate, then tap this BLUE wire to any chassis ground.
However, please note that doing so will allow the Turbo Timer to operate WITHOUT the parking brake
engaged, thus causing potential dangers such as your vehicle rolling away if left in neutral or other

potential hazards. *****DO THIS AT YOUR OWN RISK, AS WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU DO RUN THIS
WIRE TO THE PARKING BRAKE!!!!*****)

Timer BLACK wire splices to ground (Black wire of Console power outlet as shown below)
Timer ORANGE wire splices to ignition +12V (Yellow wire of console power outlet as shown below)

Timer WHITE wire is RPM signal wire (MUST USE M107 on pin 113 (Sky Blue wire) at the ECU connector,
as shown below)
Timer RED wire is constant +12V (M107 Pin 118 at the ECU connector, as shown below)

IMPORTANT!: The next two steps require that you CUT the factory BROWN wire on the start stop
button switch BEFORE you tap the Timer’s GREEN and YELLOW wires in as noted below!
Timer GREEN wire is switch side of start stop switch (Pin 4) as shown below.
Timer YELLOW wire is ECU side of start stop switch (Pin 4) as shown below.

Step 8: Mounting the Timer’s head unit
Tools: Unibit, drill, hot glue gun
First, drill hole to allow harness connector to fit through panel if you are mounting in a location that
requires you to do so. If you are mounting the timer on a solid surface, use supplied double sided tape
to secure. If mounting in armrest panel, use hot glue to secure timer. Once the timer is installed, plug in
the connector coming from the turbo timer device to the connector on the timer extension harness
which you have already wired into the vehicle.

Step 9: Reassemble interior
Tools: 10mm and ratchet, #2 phillips screw driver
The installation of the interior is the reverse order of removal.

Step 10: Reconfigure door locking option

The last step is to change the door locking function of the GT-R, which is required for proper operation
of the Timer. Here are the four steps to accomplish this easy task:
A: Close all doors.
B: Turn the vehicle to ignition on by pressing the ON switch, but do not start the vehicle.
C: Within 20 seconds, push and hold the power door lock switch to the UNLOCK position for more than 5
seconds to disable to automatic unlock function.
D: The vehicle hazard lights should flash ONCE. If the hazard lights flash twice, please restart at step A.

That’s it, you are done with the installation! For instructions regarding the operation of the turbo timer
and it’s functions, please continue reading below.

TURBO TIMER FUNCTION AND OPERATION:

Button 1: This ‘UP’ button selects timer pre-set #1 when pressed briefly. It also enters ‘ADJUST PRE-SET
#1’ mode when held for three seconds, and also adjusts pre-set time up when in either ‘ADJUST PRESET’ mode.
Button 2: This ‘DOWN’ button selects timer pre-set #2 when pressed briefly. It also enters ‘ADJUST PRESET #2’ mode when held for three seconds, and also adjusts pre-set time down when in either ‘ADJUST
PRE-SET’ mode.
Button 3: This ‘POWER’ button turns the device on or off by holding it down for more than one second.

Operation:
Here is a description of how the ‘Turbo Timer’ device functions and operates.
When the Turbo Timer is either powered off OR does not see any RPM from the vehicle’s engine, the
vehicle’s start/stop push button signal will pass through it without delay.
To power the Turbo Timer on or off, press Power button for 1 seconds when the count down is not
active.
To select Timer Pre-Set 1, briefly press and release the Up button . The screen should display and blink
“Preset 1” twice with 1 second on, .5 second off time, and then display the pre-set time.
To select Timer Pre-Set 2, briefly press and release the Down button . The screen should display and
blink “Preset 2” twice with 1 second on, .5 second off time, and then display the set time.
To set Timer Pre-Set 1, press and hold the Up Button for 3 seconds. The current set time should begin to
blink at 1.5 second on, .5 second off. Once in set mode, the Up button should increase count time by 10
second intervals. The Down button should decrease count time by 10 second intervals. Once the
desired time is set, press and hold the Up button for 3 seconds. The screen should then blink the new
set time for 2 seconds and .5 second intervals and return to “normal” condition.
To set Timer Pre-Set 2, press and hold the Down Button for 3 seconds. The current set time should
begin to blink at 1.5 second on, .5 second off. Once in set mode, the Up button should increase count
time by 10 second intervals. The Down Button should decrease count time by 10 second intervals. Once
the desired time is set, press and hold the Down Button for 3 seconds. The screen should then blink the
new set time for 2 seconds and .5 second intervals and return to “normal” condition.

TO BEGIN THE COUNT DOWN FUNCTION OF THE ‘TURBO TIMER’ WHILE THE
VEHICLE’S ENGINE IS RUNNING, MAKE SURE THE DEVICE IS POWERED ON AND
THEN PRESS THE VEHICLE’S START/STOP BUTTON ONCE.
Once the timer count down has begun, briefly pressing and releasing the Up Button will add 10 seconds
to the current countdown time.

To manually turn off the Turbo Timer and shut off the vehicle’s engine once the
Timer’s count down has begun, perform one of the following functions:
1. Press the vehicle’s start/stop push button again.
2. Press the Turbo Timer Power Button for 1 second.

3. Assuming you have connected the Blue wire to the vehicle’s Parking Brake as shown in the installation
instructions, then releasing/lowering the Parking Brake will automatically cancel the current count down
and shut off the vehicle’s engine. If you have chosen to bypass this Parking Brake feature (at your own
risk), then this method will NOT WORK.

